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Legal Aid of the District of Columbia1, the Claimant Advocacy Program (CAP)2, First Shift 

 
1 Legal Aid of the District of Columbia was formed in 1932 to “provide legal aid and 
counsel to indigent persons in civil law matters and to encourage measures by which the 
law may better protect and serve their needs.”  Legal Aid is the oldest and largest 
general civil legal services program in the District of Columbia.  Over the last 91 years, 
Legal Aid staff and volunteers have been making justice real – in individual and systemic 
ways – for tens of thousands of persons living in poverty in the District.  The largest part 
of our work is comprised of individual representation in housing, domestic 
violence/family, public benefits, and consumer law.  We also work on immigration law 
matters and help individuals with the collateral consequences of their involvement with 
the criminal justice system.  From the experiences of our clients, we identify 
opportunities for court and law reform, public policy advocacy, and systemic litigation.  
More information about Legal Aid can be obtained from our website, 
www.LegalAidDC.org. 

2 The Claimant Advocacy Program (CAP) is a free legal counseling service available to 
individuals who file unemployment compensation appeals in the District of Columbia. CAP 
is a program of the Metropolitan Washington Council AFL-CIO, which works with over 
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Justice Project3, and Neighborhood Legal Services Program4 submit the following 
testimony on the recent performance of the Department of Employment Services 
(DOES).  
 
We would like to begin by expressing our excitement about the newly passed D.C. 
Domestic Worker Bill of Rights. The exclusion of domestic workers from D.C.’s Human 
Rights Act (DCHRA) and other basic workplace protections dates back to chattel slavery 
in the United States and domestic workers in D.C. have been fighting for many years to 
reverse this exclusion. The Department of Employment Services has a very significant 
role in implementing the provisions of the D.C. Domestic Worker Bill of Rights, as it is 
charged with: creating a template contract for domestic workers and their employers; 
creating a new website with instructions on how to use the model contract and 
information about domestic workers’ rights under relevant D.C. laws; creating regulations 
that provide additional guidance; and enforcing the contract requirement. We are eager 
to partner with DOES on the implementation to ensure that both domestic workers and 
their employers realize their rights and obligations.  
 
Towards that goal, we would like additional information on: (1) the current timeline DOES 
has in place to meet these goals; (2) how DOES plans to make the website user-friendly 
and accessible to people who speak languages other than English; (3) what DOES’s 
outreach strategy will be to make sure people know about these important protections 
and valuable informational resources; (4) which office within DOES will be charged with 
implementing this program; and (5) how we and other organizations in the coalition can 
collaborate with them. We were pleased to hear Chairperson Bonds’ suggestion to 
assemble a task force to ensure that this program meets the needs of the DC workers it 
is intended to serve. We believe that a task force is well within the existing authority and 
capacity of DOES and does not require additional legislation or funding. We are excited 
to see the aims of this law be realized as soon as possible and want to ensure that 

 
200 affiliated union locals and religious, student, and political allies to improve the lives of 
workers and families throughout the greater metro Washington area. 

3 First Shift Justice Project is a nonprofit organization that helps working parents in low 
wage jobs assert their workplace rights to prevent job loss. More information can be 
found at http://www.firstshift.org/.  

4 Neighborhood Legal Services Program (NLSP) is a nonprofit legal services organization 
that provides free legal information, advice, and representation to low-income District of 
Columbia residents on civil legal matters. We are committed to equal access to justice for 
all members of our community.  NLSP is committed to working towards a more just and 
equitable Washington D.C. for all residents. For more information, please visit our website 
at www.nlsp.org. 
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nothing delays the administration of this new program. We hope to learn more about 
DOES’s plans in the upcoming months and would be happy to share any knowledge we 
have gained through our work in public benefits law and the paid family leave program 
that may help in establishing this program.  
 
We would also like to note continuing issues with DOES’s administration of 
unemployment benefits. Over the past year, we have seen DOES continue to underserve 
District workers who depend on the Agency to weather periods of unemployment.  The 
people impacted, primarily Black and Brown residents in Wards 4, 5, 7, and 8, 5 will be 
experiencing the toll of unnecessary monetary loss and hardship for years to come 
unless and until DOES addresses its failures, some of which extend back to the 
pandemic-related programs that expired in 2021.  The ongoing systemic issues 
discussed below demonstrate the challenging experiences that District workers regularly 
encounter with DOES. We also include recommendations throughout, but our highest 
priority solutions include: 
 

• To expand unemployment insurance filing access to DC workers: DOES 
must immediately resume taking phone calls and in-person applications. 

 
• For adequate language access: DOES should translate UI initial claims and 

continuing claims forms into all the languages required by the DC Language 
Access Act and make those translations available online and in paper at the 
American Jobs Centers. 

 
• To ensure the upcoming new claimant portal functions at its best: DOES 

should include claimants, claimant advocates, and other interested parties in 
the modeling, implementation, and continued improvement of the new 
system. This could be through the creation of an advisory committee. 

 
• To preserve DOES’ resources in overpayment recoupment: waive non-fraud, 

no-fault overpayments, including CARES Act overpayments, where the 
claimant cannot afford to repay the debt and notify all overpaid claimants of 
their right to file a waiver request. 

 

 
5 See District of Columbia, Department of Employment Services, Unemployment Data for 
DC Wards, available at 
https://does.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/does/page_content/attachments/Ward_
Annual_Avg_2010-2020_BM.pdf; 
https://does.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/does/release_content/attachments/DC 
Ward Data Jun22-May22-Jun21.pdf. 
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• To comply with the DC Code and eliminate improper fraud assessments: 
when DOES suspects fraud, it should investigate every case individually to 
determine whether someone misrepresented a fact knowingly and with 
intent to obtain a benefit they were not entitled to. 

 
• To alleviate undue burden on innocent claimants trying to access benefits: 

DOES should immediately begin paying claimants who have fallen victim to 
third party fraud their due benefits and/or pay the claimant all due back 
benefits or seized funds. 

 
• To help claimants whose unemployment claim issues remain unresolved for 

extended periods of time: DOES should implement a simple and widely 
disclosed process for claimants to request an escalation on their claim, a 
prompt review by a claim examiner, and a swift resolution to ongoing delays. 

 
• To ensure fair access to Paid Family Leave: Remove the current 

employment requirement from the D.C. Paid Family Leave Program so 
workers who lose their jobs or are terminated because of pregnancy, the 
demands of family caregiving, or a serious health condition are able to 
access paid family leave benefits. 

 
 

Issues with Access to Assistance at DOES 
 
  Filing New Applications  
 
In January 2022, DOES decided to stop allowing claimants to file an initial UI claim by 
telephone, a policy that continues today. DOES is also not currently allowing claimants to 
file initial applications in person, leaving only online applications. This is the latest and the 
most glaring example of DOES’s failure to listen and learn from the impact of its 
programming decisions on the most vulnerable jobless workers in the District. Cutting the 
phone option means jobless workers without computer access will face significant 
hardship and delay when applying for and receiving employment benefits. Eliminating 
telephone and in-person applications places an unnecessary barrier in the way of 
receiving benefits, and ultimately put low-income workers at greater risk of foreclosure, 
homelessness, and other collateral consequences of job loss.   
 
Even when phone service was available, many workers lost weeks or even months of 
unemployment benefits because they could not get through to the Customer Call Center 
(202-724-7000) to file a claim. Therefore, even if DOES reinstates initial application by 
telephone for unemployment claimants, it must still ensure that the telephone access is 
adequate.  
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Website Issues 
 

The advocate community has seen an influx of claimants who have been unable to file an 
initial claim because the online portal will not work for them. Even after contacting the 
Call Center to try to troubleshoot these issues, many claimants’ technical issues persist. 
This is a major barrier to benefits because filing online is the only way claimants can file. 
Although claimants can call or go in-person to receive assistance, their claim still must be 
filed online. This likely means that DOES’s reported statistics for the number of people 
applying for benefits are artificially low, as they are only capturing the number of people 
who successfully apply. The number of people trying to apply may be noticeably higher. 

 
Additionally, the current system has been “kicking out” users at seemingly random 
moments. Most notably, when claimants click to see their profiles, they are often kicked 
out and forced to log in again. Sometimes this cycle repeats, and they are ultimately 
unable to access their claimant profile. This has made it difficult for claimants to access 
important information such as which claim they are currently being paid under and how 
much is left on that claim. 

 
Language Access Services Are Still Inadequate, Especially for Amharic 
Workers 
 

DOES often fails to serve Limited or Non-English Proficient workers in their language as 
required by the DC Language Access Act. DOES routinely sends English language emails 
to Amharic and Spanish speakers even after they notify DOES of their Limited English 
Proficiency.  

 
As DOES implements a new claimant-facing portal (which we address in more depth 
below), we encourage DOES to incorporate best practices for language access 
throughout that new system. 

 
Recommendations:  
 

• DOES must immediately resume taking phone calls and in-person 
applications for UI. 

 
• DOES should train and support Call Center representatives to ensure that 

customers hear back from the Department in a timely fashion. 
 

• DOES should translate UI initial claims and continuing claims forms into all 
the languages required by the DC Language Access Act and make those 
translations available online and in paper at the American Jobs Centers. 
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• DOES should utilize District funds and granting funding from the U.S. 

Department of Labor to expand partnerships with community based non-
profit organizations to improve language access for worker applicants. 

 
• DOES should incorporate language access best practices into the new 

claimant portal. 
 

Online Portal Issues Fails to Ease Access and Can be Improved Upon as DOES 
Works to Implement a New Online Portal 
 

DOES’ Current Website Fails to Ease Access to Benefits for Workers 
 

In 2021, DOES transitioned to a new website at unemployment.dc.gov and touted 
improved features on the online claims portal at www.dcnetworks.org. Unfortunately, the 
website continues to lack essential features and services.  
 

• Much of the content is available in English only. 
 

• The website appears to have the functionality to provide access for 
claimants to see DOES determinations and other documents, but this 
feature appears to not be in use – we have not worked with any claimants 
who were able to access documents this way. 

 
• The current claims portal is difficult to use on a mobile phone, which 

produces many issues with accessibility. Many DC workers, especially those 
who are low-income, rely on smartphones to access the internet. They 
regularly encounter readability issues with small screens, problems 
uploading documents, restricted data plans, and service suspensions. And 
what may seem like mere technological challenges have significant 
substantive impacts, particularly when experienced in the context of trying 
to apply for benefits or otherwise accessing critical government services. 

 
Upcoming Switch to New Vendor for the Online Portal is an Opportunity to 
Implement Claimant-Friendly Features from the Start 
 

DOES announced in a recent stakeholder meeting that it plans to implement a new online 
claimant portal in late 2023. This presents DOES with an opportunity to ensure that the 
new online portal includes claimant friendly features and efficient systems. There are 
many issues that could be avoided and improved if DOES were to adopt an inclusive 
feedback process to include both claimants and claimant advocates. 
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Recommendations: 
 

• Ensure the new site gives claimants access to all relevant information by 
immediately uploading all notices to the claimants’ accounts. 

 
• Have workers who have applied for unemployment benefits before beta test 

the system, including those who would access it from a smart phone, as 
they are most often disadvantaged by the digital divide. 

 
• To better serve the District’s unemployed workers, DOES must prioritize 

language translations (especially in Spanish and Amharic), disability access6, 
and compatibility with mobile devices. 

 
• Include claimants, claimant advocates, and other interested parties in the 

modeling, implementation, and continued improvement of the new system. 
This could be through the creation of an advisory committee. 

 
• Implement an “advocate login” into the new system, allowing advocates to 

create accounts that link to those of the claimants they represent. 
 

• Incorporate feedback and updates to improve the system even after it has 
“gone live.” 

DOES Should Improve its Waiver Process 
 

D.C. law gives DOES the discretion to waive any overpayment received by a claimant.7 
Although a waiver form is available on the DOES website,8 it is difficult to find, as it does 
not appear to be mentioned on the DOES home page or on information pages about the 
UI program. One can locate on the “Fraud” tab a section mentioning that someone can 

 
6 See DC.Gov Accessibility Policy, available at https://dc.gov/page/dcgov-accessibility-
policy 
 
7 D.C. Code § 51–119(d)(1) (“Any person who has received any sum as benefits under this 
subchapter to which he is not entitled . . . may have such sum waived in the discretion of 
the Director.”). 

8 See Request for Waiver of Overpayment, available at 
https://does.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/does/page_content/attachments/Reque
st for Waiver of Overpayment - 2017_EDITED_.pdf 
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apply for a waiver, but not when the overpayment was due to fraud.9 On that page, there 
is no link to the actual waiver request form. In fact, when one searches “waiver” on the 
DOES website, the only related content that comes up is the waiver form itself, meaning 
that the only time a claimant can find information about waiver is if they already know 
that waivers are available. And the only time someone could find that waiver is even an 
option, other than word of mouth, is if they are reading about “fraud,” for which waiver is 
not an option. Simply put, claimants do not know that they have a right to ask DOES to 
waive their debts because the agency does provide public information about it.  
 
Even if claimants do find the waiver form, it states that they only have 30 days from 
receiving the Overpayment Notice to request a waiver. That deadline is only found on the 
waiver request itself. Not only is this deadline difficult to find, but it is unreasonably brief 
for all claimants—especially those who did not receive an overpayment notice or did not 
know that they were entitled to request a waiver, as described below. 
 
DOES does not individually alert claimants who may be eligible to request a waiver. 
Notices that claimants receive alerting them to overpayments do not include information 
about the procedure for applying for a waiver. For instance, if DOES accidentally 
overpaid someone because it forgot to input wages that someone correctly reported, a 
claimant is supposed to receive an overpayment notice (although many do not receive 
this required notice). The standard Notice of Overpayment contains no plain-language 
description of how to request a waiver or what standard DOES will use to assess their 
request. In fact, the explanatory language in the notice provides that claimants “will be 
required to repay” the overpayment.10 Additionally, claimants who do not receive these 
required overpayment notices may first find out about an alleged overpayment through a 
Notice of Intent to Offset letter, in which there is also no mention of a waiver request.  

 
This failure to let claimants know of the availability of waivers creates unnecessary 
hardship for claimants, who committed no error in applying for or receiving these 
benefits, and yet are expected to pay back thousands of dollars. Despite assessing and 
recouping thousands of overpayments every year, DOES reports that less than ten 

 
9 See What is Unemployment Insurance Fraud? available at 
https://does.dc.gov/page/what-unemployment-insurance-fraud, “If you are trying to 
repay an improper payment and are not able to make the payments, you are able to 
request a waiver. Please note that if you are paying back improper payments because of 
fraud, you are not eligible for a waiver.” 

10 The notices do attach the statutory language governing overpayments, which includes 
the clause regarding waiver. However, this language is not in the notice itself. 
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individuals asked DOES to waive their overpayment debt in Fiscal Year 2021.11 DOES did 
not approve any of these waiver requests. Further, DOES has not provided any 
description of how they decide whether to grant a waiver request.12 Without a robust 
waiver process to eliminate no-fault overpayment debts where a claimant cannot afford 
to pay back the debt, DOES’s Benefit Payment Control Unit will be overwhelmed with 
overpayment recoupment efforts – including repeatedly seeking benefits from claimants 
who will never be able to repay them. 
 
However, in the past year, instead of working to make it easier for DOES to waive no-
fault overpayments, DOES chose not to follow federal guidance to expand the avenues 
by which claimants could receive waivers for no-fault overpayments of CARES Act 
benefits. On February 7, 2022, the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) issued guidance to 
state unemployment insurance offices addressing the concern that the substantial 
number of overpayments resulting from CARES Act benefits will further bog down state 
recoupment efforts.  In Unemployment Insurance Program Letter (“UIPL”) 20-21, change 
1, the DOL strongly urged states to waive no-fault overpayments of federal CARES Act 
benefits.13  This includes granting individual waiver requests and identifying certain 
categories of overpayments for a “blanket waiver” (meaning that each individual claimant 
would not have to submit a request – instead, the state will automatically find and waive 
those overpayments with minimal administrative hassle). The District of Columbia could 
benefit from these policies but has yet to adopt them.14 Any waivers in this category 
would not harm the District because overpayments DOES recoups from CARES Act 
overpayments would be otherwise returned to the federal government through the U.S. 
Treasury – and thus would not benefit the UI trust fund in the District of Columbia. 

 
DOES’s decision not to use all means available to them to waive no-fault overpayments 
has had negative consequences for clients, especially those who received benefits 
through the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance, or PUA. This was a pandemic program 
available to people who were otherwise ineligible for regular unemployment and were 

 
11 This is the most recent year for which we have waiver information reported by DOES. 

12 See DOES-FY22-POH-Performance-Questions-Responses available at 
https://dccouncil.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DOES-FY22-POH-Perfrmance-
Questions-Responses-only.pdf. 

13 See Unemployment Insurance Program Letter No.20-21, Change 1 available at 
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/advisories/unemployment-insurance-program-letter-
no-20-21-change-1. 

14 There is no deadline for States that wish to propose additional scenarios within the 
context of the CARES Act UC programs to be considered for blanket waivers. 
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unemployed, partially unemployed, or unable or unavailable to work because of a COVID-
19 related reason.  

 
When claimants applied, DOES did not always place them in the correct program. 
Sometimes, claimants were told they were not eligible for regular UI and were approved 
for PUA, when in fact they were eligible for regular UI. Others were approved for PUA in 
2020, but then DOES recently reconsidered their application and decided they should 
not have been found eligible for PUA at all. Nearly 2 years after receiving PUA benefits, 
DOES is now issuing notices of massive overpayments to these claimants – even for 
claimants who applied in good faith, believed they were eligible, and committed no errors 
in applying.  
 
One current Legal Aid client, Ms. S, received PUA in 2020 after applying and being found 
ineligible for regular UI. Her PUA payments stopped without warning in January 2021. She 
repeatedly followed up with DOES throughout 2021 and 2022, but received no 
explanation or additional payments until she received a “Notice of Intent to Offset” in 
January 2023, stating that she owed DOES over $14,000. After Legal Aid contacted 
DOES on her behalf earlier this month, she was told that DOES is reevaluating her entire 
claim because, although she reported all of her information correctly to DOES, they were 
missing some other wage information in their system.  

 
Recommendations: 

 
• DOES should conduct a proactive review of claimants who have an issue 

code or other flag preventing them from receiving a portion or all of their 
PUA or PEUC benefits and working to resolve those codes or flags. 

 
• DOES should provide a plain-language description of how to request a 

waiver and what standard DOES will use to assess a waiver request on all 
overpayment notices and in the UI section of the DOES website. 

 
• DOES should extend the 30-day deadline for a waiver request. 

 
• DOES should agree to waive non-fraud, no-fault overpayments, including 

CARES Act overpayments, where the claimant cannot afford to repay the 
debt and notify all overpaid claimants of their right to file a waiver. 

 
• DOES should also waive certain categories of federal benefit overpayments 

that occurred due to no fault of the claimant as encouraged by recent U.S. 
Department of Labor guidance (in UIPL 20-21, Change 1) to reduce the 
administrative burden on DOES. 
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Lack of Response to Fixing Issues Caused by Third Party Fraudsters Places 
Undue Hardship on DC Workers Who are Not at Fault 

 
Multiple claimants have sought assistance with getting access to their UI benefits or 
addressing an “overpayment” after a third-party fraudster had used their account to 
obtain benefits. Claimants have found out in multiple, unfortunate ways: 
 

• Some claimants get an intent to offset notice alerting them to an 
“overpayment” after not having applied for or received UI over the time 
period of the alleged overpayment. Many claimants in this situation may not 
know how to combat such an allegation. As described above, these notices 
tell claimants that they must repay these debts, and do not describe any 
avenues for requesting a waiver. They also do not alert claimants to the 
possibility of fraudulent activity on their accounts. Even the claimants that 
do follow the instructions on these notices for appealing the decision have a 
difficult time getting a response from DOES in a timely manner, as there is 
no established procedure or timeline for DOES to respond to internal 
requests for appeal or reconsideration.  

 
• Some claimants do not receive even that level of notice, instead finding out 

about the fraudulent activity when their tax refund is seized. They then must 
figure out how to contact DOES in order to try to get a refund from DOES of 
the erroneous seizure of their tax refund. 

 
• Other claimants learn of the fraudulent access to their accounts when 

attempting to file a new claim for benefits. After filing, they will be denied 
and sometimes accused of fraud themselves. Legal Aid has had two clients 
where this happened.  

 
o Mr. A tried to file for benefits in 2020 when he found out he was being 

blocked because of alleged fraud. He immediately and continually followed 
up with DOES and asked what he could do to rectify the situation. He was 
told to file a police report and that DOES was conducting an investigation 
and would get back to him. Mr. A kept periodically checking in by calling or 
emailing DOES. By the Winter of 2021, Mr. A still could not get an answer 
but did get an intent to offset notice for over $5,000. He tried to contact 
DOES again, but to no avail and he had over $5,000 seized in the Spring of 
2022. Mr. A got Legal Aid involved in 2022. It was only after Legal Aid asked 
DOES for an overpayment notice and filed an appeal at the Office of 
Administrative Hearings (OAH) that DOES began to investigate and 
determine Mr. A was not responsible. Before any hearing took place, Mr. A 
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received his money back and could finally have his 2020 application 
processed.  

 
o Ms. N had a similar issue of finding out a fraudster used her account when 

she attempted to apply for unemployment in 2020. After several emails and 
phone calls, she could not get DOES to conduct an investigation to 
determine she was not the fraudster so she could have her 2020 application 
processed. Ms. N then received a notice of a tax offset in spring 2021 for 
over $2,000. Legal Aid began escalating this issue and after two months 
was finally able to get Ms. N paid back her tax refund and allowed her 2020 
application to be processed. 

 
o Ms. J. discovered a fraudster had been receiving her benefits while she was 

in the middle of an approved 2022 claim. Despite filing a police report and 
following up on a near weekly basis since August 2022, Ms. J still is missing 
8 weeks of benefits that a fraudster obtained. 

 
o Similarly, Ms. W began receiving benefits in 2022, but had them interrupted 

several times when a third-party fraudster hacked into her account. She is 
still waiting for DOES to pay her three missing weeks of benefits from July 
2022. 

 
Although we appreciate DOES’s efforts to investigate third-party fraudsters, it often 
leads to claimants either having their benefits indefinitely delayed or having their tax 
refunds seized or held by DOES. Not only are the claimants having to constantly 
contacting DOES to try to get updates, but they also are having money they are entitled 
to delayed or taken from them. DOES’s decision to withhold payment to these claimants 
while conducting the investigation, even after they have acknowledged no wrongdoing on 
the part of the claimants, causes undue hardship for people who had their identities 
stolen. 
   

Recommendation:  
 

• After determining the claimant was not the one behind the fraudulent action, 
DOES should immediately begin paying the claimant their due benefits 
and/or pay the claimant all due back benefits or seized funds.  
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Overpayment Issues 
 
  Lack of Notice 
 
In prior years, advocates have raised concerns about the accuracy and fairness of 
DOES’s overpayment and fraud penalty assessment and collection practices,15 including 
the exacerbation of these issues due to the pandemic, which brought many former 
unemployment claimants back to the unemployment claims system. As we provided last 
year:  
 

DOES all too frequently seizes (or “offsets”) claimants’ current 
unemployment benefits to pay back prior alleged overpayments without 
providing claimants with adequate written notices with all the information 
required by law. In the past year, dozens of claimants have contacted Legal 
Aid for help after DOES seized their benefits without any written notice.  The 
claimants do not know why their benefits stopped and, without a lawyer, they 
may never have obtained information to explain why they were overpaid or 
how to challenge it.  

 
Other claimants report receiving a DOES Offset Receipt. This standard 
document tells the claimant how much money was seized from their benefits 
and how much money DOES claims is still owed in overpaid benefits. 
However, it contains no explanation of how the overpayment occurred, nor 
does it explain to the claimant that DC law prohibits DOES from offsetting 
their current benefits if the underlying debt is not their fault and they cannot 
afford to pay it back.16 Claimants have a right to appeal an offset of their 
benefits to OAH under this legal standard, yet the Offset Receipt contains no 
notice of their appeal rights. 

 
DOES’s performance oversight responses last year illustrate the scope of this problem. 
DOES seized unemployment benefits from 5,064 individuals in Fiscal Year 2021 and 617 

 
15 See, e.g., Joint testimony of Legal Aid and CAP, Public Oversight Hearing Regarding 
DOES, February 14, 2022, available at https://www.legalaiddc.org/media/288/download 

16 See D.C. Code 51-119(d)(1) (“[N]o such recoupment from future benefits shall be had if 
such sum is received by such person without fault on his part and such recoupment 
would defeat the purpose of this subchapter or would be against equity and good 
conscience …”). 
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individuals in the first quarter of Fiscal Year 2022.17  We have continued to receive 
requests for help with these overpayment issues. 
 

Fraud Findings with No Investigation Showing a Real Finding of the 
Requisite Intent or Knowledge 
 

Through our advocacy and legal representation, we have found DOES engaging in 
categorically finding fraud and adding a fraud penalty to overpayments without doing an 
investigation into the requisite “intent” nor “knowledge” needed to make such a finding. 
 
According to D.C. Code, § 51–119(a)18, fraud requires a claimant to “…make[] a false 
statement or representation knowing it to be false, or knowingly fail[] to disclose a 
material fact. . . .” 

 
In practice, DOES often does not make this requisite finding, and claimants do not have 
the requisite intent, before assessing fraud.  Frequently, DOES has assessed fraud 
simply because someone’s earnings found did not match the earnings reported, even 
when DOES itself has admitted it was a simple mistake.  
 
When DOES does an overpayment, includes a fraud penalty, it can add an additional 15% 
of whatever overpayment is assessed19 to the total that the claimant must pay back, 
which can be debilitating, especially to D.C. workers who earn lower wages. DOES is also 
allowed to disqualify claimants from receiving future benefits for up to a year when they 
assess fraud.  

 
In the case of Mr. D, a Legal Aid client, DOES flagged an inconsistency between wages 
included in their system and the earnings reported by Mr. D. Mr. D was not aware of this 
issue until DOES sent him a wage audit form. Mr. D attested that the wages DOES found 
were correct and explained on the form that he had accidentally misreported some 
wages due to his confusion on how to report them. He made his best guess and possibly 
had some typing mistakes. Not even 24 hours later and without any calls to Mr. D, DOES 
issued an overpayment notice assessing fraud. DOES could not have fully investigated 
Mr. D’s knowledge or intent, given the timing of the decision and lack of contact. Legal 

 
17 Department of Employment Services, Responses to Fiscal Year 2021-2022 
Performance Oversight Questions (February 8, 2022), Question 46, available at 
https://dccouncil.us/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DOES-FY22-POH-Perfrmance-
Questions-Responses-only.pdf.  

18 https://code.dccouncil.gov/us/dc/council/code/sections/51-119. 

19 DC Code, § 51-119(d)(3). 
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Aid assisted Mr. D in appealing this determination and DOES removed the fraud 
determination within a month. Had Mr. D not had Legal Aid, he would have been paying 
over $1,000 in penalties without cause. 

 
DOES has even pursued fraud penalties in cases where DOES conceded that the 
claimant merely made a mistake. Such is the case of Legal Aid’s former client, Mr. C.  
Mr. C explained to DOES that his failure to report wages was a mistake and memory 
problem. DOES acknowledged in writing in advance of a hearing that Mr. C did not 
engage in fraud. Despite this, DOES proceeded with the allegation of fraud. Fortunately, 
Mr. C was represented by Legal Aid and prevailed when the Judge found no fraud and 
the penalty was removed. 

 
There are many claimants who may not even understand that they can appeal the fraud 
portion of the overpayment or will not find a lawyer who can assist them. Thus, there are 
most likely thousands of dollars coming out of the pockets of vulnerable workers and 
going to DOES simply because DOES is foregoing an adequate investigation. 
 

Technical Errors Creating False Information Causing Erroneous Seizure of 
DC Workers’ Tax Refunds 

   
One of the most frustrating and alarming issues that D.C. workers are currently facing is 
erroneous overpayments generated on their account due to a technical error. 
Throughout the pandemic, claimants were placed in various pandemic-era programs 
such as the Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation program (PEUC) and 
the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance program (PUA). DOES is now going back and 
placing some claimants in different programs, or otherwise re-evaluating claimants’ 
benefits. In some cases, this is generating overpayments on claimants’ accounts. The 
claimants often only learn of these overpayments when they receive a Notice of Intent to 
Offset letter providing that DOES intends to offset their state and federal tax refunds.   

 
Take, for example, the case of a claimant Legal Aid assisted, Mr. A, who received an 
alarming Notice of Intent to Offset letter saying that he owed DOES over $17,000 ahead 
of this tax season. This notice did not include any reasoning nor calculation of how the 
alleged overpayment occurred – just that his tax refund would be offset to pay back this 
“debt.” Legal Aid assisted Mr. A in requesting an explanation about this unexpected 
notice. DOES took about a month to figure out the issue and notify Mr. A he no longer 
had an overpayment on his account. We confirmed that his overpayment was removed 
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from the Treasury Offset Program (“TOP”) but are wary of the possibility it was not, and 
he may still have his tax refunds seized.20 
 
This phenomenon is not limited to CARES Act programs. CAP has encountered claimants 
who had their overpayment issues resolved before they filed their taxes in a season. 
Despite DOES acknowledging the zero-overpayment balance, some claimants have still 
had their tax refunds seized through TOP. Because the overpayment no longer exists, 
this seizure is in violation of federal statutes and regulations governing the TOP.21  Not 
only is it in violation of the law, but again claimants are bearing the burden of lost money 
and having to spend time and energy getting it back.  

 
Recommendations:  

 
• DOES must issue an adequate written notice to everyone assessed an 

overpayment as required by law. This notice must include a description of 
how and when the overpayment occurred; instructions on how claimants 
can appeal the decision if they disagree; and plain language instructions on 
how to file a waiver request. 

 
• This Committee should introduce standalone legislation to focus DOES’s 

overpayment collection efforts on the most recent overpayments. A bill 
designed to limit the amount of time DOES may collect to three years for 
non-fraud overpayments would provide a balance between DOES having a 
reasonable period to pursue overpayments and an unemployment 
recipients’ requirement to pay back an overpayment.  

 
• When DOES suspects fraud, it should investigate every case individually to 

determine whether someone misrepresented a fact knowingly and with 
intent to obtain a benefit they were not entitled to, as required by the DC 
Code. 

 

 
20 This wariness is based on past client experiences. During the 2022 tax season, at least 
one Legal Aid client had their tax refund offset based upon an “overpayment” that had 
been cleared by one department of DOES, but that clearing was not communicated to 
the Treasury Offset Program. 

21 26 U.S.C. 6402. 
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• DOES should improve communication between the Benefit Payment Control 
office, which investigates overpayments, and the Treasury Offset Program 
office, which collects overpayments. 

 
Implement Escalation Procedure for Pending Claims that Remain Perpetually 
and Indefinitely Unresolved 

 
We recommend that DOES implement an accessible, effective, and easy-to-follow 
procedure for claimants to escalate UI claims that remain pending and unresolved after 
extended periods of time. Due to technical or administrative errors, claimants may wait 
weeks, months, or in some cases more than a year to receive a determination on their UI 
claims. In these instances, the only avenues for recourse currently available to claimants 
are oftentimes time-consuming, not widely known to the public, and, despite the 
considerable effort involved, ultimately ineffective. 
 
One such avenue for recourse is to contact DOES directly via their phone line, which 
often involves waiting on hold for upwards of an hour, if not longer. Anecdotal evidence 
from D.C. legal services providers’ client base suggests that phone agents are rarely, if 
ever, able to resolve issues involving indefinitely pending UI claims, and are often 
unreliable when it comes to updating the case file or effectively escalating a claim. Even if 
a claim is successfully escalated, DOES agents provide neither a guarantee of a claim’s 
eventual resolution nor a timeline by which a resolution may be reached, leaving 
claimants in another state of indefinite limbo. The only way to check the status of an 
escalated claim is to call the DOES phone line, wait on hold, and hope there is an update. 
If there is not, as anecdotal evidence suggests is often the case, the only next step is to 
repeat the process, potentially ad nauseum.  
 
Another potential avenue for recourse is to schedule an appointment with the American 
Jobs Center. This option is inherently time-consuming, as it requires an in-person 
appointment, which may not be accessible to all claimants. Similar to the DOES phone 
line, anecdotal evidence from clients suggests American Jobs Center agents are rarely 
able to resolve or effectively expedite issues involving an indefinitely pending claim. Even 
if the matter is successfully escalated, claimants run into the same general problems with 
availability and accessibility for a follow-up, given this process’s time-consuming nature. 
 
Other avenues for recourse include reaching out to a local legal services provider or their 
councilmember’s constituent services staff. These options, while potentially more 
effective than those detailed above due to increased institutional knowledge and the 
availability of insider contact information, can be the most time-consuming of all. 
Moreover, many claimants might not be aware these resources are available, or if they 
are, they might not realize that they can provide assistance on this specific issue. Further, 
even if every claimant with this issue was aware of these resources and their potential 
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efficacy, it is neither appropriate nor sustainable for legal service providers or D.C. 
councilmembers’ staff to expend their limited resources to correct and/or ameliorate 
errors of DOES’s own making. No claimant should have to wait a year to receive a 
decision on their UI claims, and it is critical that DOES implement an effective procedure 
that allows claimants in that situation to quickly resolve the administrative or technical 
errors responsible for the hold-up. 
 

Recommendation:  
 

• DOES should implement a simple and widely disclosed process by which 
claimants whose UI claims remain unresolved after an extended period of 
time may request an escalation on their claim, a prompt review by a claim 
examiner, and a swift resolution to ongoing delays. This process should 
include a firm timeline that is communicated clearly to claimants, so they 
may know when to expect a response and when it is appropriate to follow-
up with DOES directly. 

 
Remove the Current Employment Requirement in the D.C. Paid Family Leave 
Program 

 
Finally, we recommend the elimination of the current employment requirement in the D.C. 
Paid Leave Benefit Program. We were happy to see that the Universal Paid Leave 
Portability Amendment Act of 2023 was introduced to remedy this issue and hope that a 
hearing will be held soon so our clients can share their experiences with the committee.  
 
Currently, a worker who loses their job because they were not protected under FMLA or 
DCFMLA, illegally laid off for taking protected leave, or any other reason, cannot apply 
for paid leave benefits. Data provided by DOES shows that 73% of the claims that were 
denied due to lacking “current employment,” were applicants applying for parental 
leave.22 This aligns with client experiences observed at First Shift, as many clients face 
pregnancy discrimination and are fired for pregnancy-related reasons. The remaining 
claims are from applicants who are experiencing serious illnesses or caring for a family 
member with a serious illness, including COVID. Making paid family leave benefits 
available to D.C. workers who have been separated from their job (but are ineligible for 
unemployment insurance because they have experienced a life event that temporarily 
makes them unavailable for work) will help address the realities of the precarity of the 
pandemic.  
 

 
22 Dr. Unique Morris-Hughes, Responses to Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Performance 
Oversight Questions, Question 90, Table C, January 28, 2022. 
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Recommendation:  
 

• Remove the current employment requirement from the D.C. Paid Family 
Leave Program so that workers who lose their jobs or are terminated 
because of pregnancy, the demands of family caregiving, or a serious health 
condition can still access paid family leave benefits.  

  
Conclusion 

 
We thank the Committee for its continued oversight of DOES operations, and we look 
forward to working with the Committee and DOES to resolve problems for claimants. 
 


